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civilizations are found most often in
Imaginary
the domain of literature. Whether these imaginary worlds
are presented in a future time or set in the past, their literary
form may range from narrative fantasy (Tolkien [ 1]) to the
satirical (Swift [2]), or to the documentary (Borges [3]). In
varying degrees of breadth and intensity, the authors of
these worlds have similar interests. They share a predatory
lust to annihilate disbelief. They believe fervently in their
power to make words perform magical feats of transportation. They summon the reader to witness the literary ritual
of the authors obliterating themselves so that the evoked
bewilderment can be transformed into a persuasive credibility or even a luminous clarity. Magically, they change the
aggressive monotony of mundane life into a joyous liberation of a new existence. Writers such as these reflect our
absurdities, our foibles, our eccentricities; they challenge
our scepticisms-even mock our values and our gods. Despite,
or perhaps because of, these benign abuses and opaquely
evangelistic exhortations, we are the humble, mute beneficiaries of their implacable pursuit of reality and truth. In
their most meager contributions, they offer the therapy of
escape from numbing actuality. In their fullest liberality,
they awaken in us a poignant awareness that without their
beneficence we might never have learned to explore the
world within ourselves.
There are, however, few examples in which multimedia
techniques have been used to present an imaginary culture.
Fig. 1. Trallib,Middle Period, found at Draikum in 1964, bronze

(hollowcastwithevidenceof gilding),7.6 x 21.6 x 14 cm. Usually

trallibs were humanoid in shape. However, this ritual container is
of the phallic type used by the priests of the Temple of Phallos at
Draikum. (Photo: Marilyn Kawin and Beauvais Lyons)
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To my knowledge, The Civilization of Llhurosis unique [4]. It
is the first conceptualization of
an entire civilization presented
as an archaeological discovery
and installed as an anthropological study. 7he Civilizationof
Llhuros is composed of more
than 150 works of visual art,
ranging from a matchboxsize scientific instrument to an
8-x-36-ft temple wall in basrelief. Besides examples of paintingssc
c
t rm
ings, sculpture, mosaics and
frescoes, there are examples
of architectural ruins, poetry,
prayers, liturgical music, maps,
jewelry, costumes, votive figures, fetishes, civic and sepulchral steles, pictographs and facsimiles.
Many of the sculptural items have been assembled from
found objects of wood and metal, while others are made of
either marble or styrofoam, the latter disguised by patinated
incrustations. Some of the three-dimensional forms are
disassembled and the parts exhibited as archaeological finds
and shards. Some sculpture is freestanding. The simulated
anthropological milieu provides an appropriate ambience
for gallery goers to involve themselves in mentally reconstructing the disassembled sculpture by responding to the
visual clues provided in the frescoes and paintings. In some
instances, paintings appear to be original mural fragments
of large proportions. In close proximity to the fragments are
the reconstructions of the entire design of the same mural
by expedition staff artists. Larger pieces of sculpture include
temple doors (10 x 20 ft), huge fragments of frescoes and
statues and a circle of effigy chairs from within the Temple
of Holmeek. The degree of disguise varies throughout the
collection, offering constant challenge to visitors' innocent
assumptions of the reality of the ancient culture and of the
reliability of their own senses. Similarly, the chants of human voices are interspersed with electronically generated
sounds. Thus, unsuspecting visitors first enter to receive
straightforwardinformation, to see works of logically varied
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Fig. 3. Trophyin the Formof a SuizonPlaying Court,Sivadian Period, reign of Fakka, found

at Ronupin 1966,ceramic,14 x 45 x 31 cm. This is a miniaturemodel of the suizongame
as it wasplayedby robotathletesanddirectedandrefereedby a scientistor intellectual.
The trophywasawardedin alternateyearsto the outstandingdirector-referee.(Photo:
MarilynKawinandBeauvaisLyons)
imagery in painting of earlier centuries
and the randomness of accidentally acquired surface changes, defacements
and patinas. The awareness of this tension seemed to give me an emotional
BACKGROUND
definition of time quite different from
It is appropriate to outline my back- my recognition of chronology.
As a result of this European teaching
ground as an artist and a teacher, not
I wanted to create my own
how
formal
trainto
illustrate
experience,
my
only
ing prepared me for inventing Llhuros patinas and my own imagery in painting
but also to show how many of the con- to provoke a similar, emotional sense of
cerns behind my work prior to 1968 time in the observer. Eventually, I was
later were addressed in The Civilization led to experiment in other materials,
of Llhuros. During my undergraduate and for 10 years I made marble sculpwork in art, my paintings were influ- tures and wood and metal assemblages,
enced by the Indian culture of New using found objects. In this work I conMexico. After graduate work in art his- tinued to confront the problem of pittory, my art was in a formative period, ting control against randomness, very
influenced by traditional American often using an orant (praying) figure as
Indian motifs and forms. My stylistic the center of the conflict.
In the summers of 1966 and 1967, as
simplifications of these motifs and
a
museum
consultant for the Roberson
forms were used to convey strong tactile
reactions and a feeling of the cultural Art Center in Binghampton, New York,
background that evoked them. I used I wrote the texts, executed the explanaIndian sand paintings, body decora- tory step-by-step procedures involved
tions, bead work, weavings, textural and assisted in planning the installation
surfaces of bone carvings, petroglyphs of two traveling exhibitions: Ten Techand canyon paintings, and ceremonial niques Demonstrated in Pictorial Art
(Kachina) dolls to suggest something and Ancient Origins of Modern Art. I
paradoxical in the atmosphere of an had previously studied museum trainancient culture, surrounded yet basi- ing and was reminded of how the factors of placement, position, partial or
cally untouched by our own mores.
full
enclosure, flow and barriers, lightSince 1942 I have been teaching
studio and lecture courses at Cornell ing, color and texture determine the
University. During a sabbatical leave in vitalityand intrigue of a museum instal1950-1951, I lectured for 5 months in lation.
In the late 1960s I gained three inthe art museums of France and Italyfor
the Parsons School of Design. During sights that forced me to examine the
this period I developed an appreciation effectiveness of my work. The first of
these involved an incident in which one
for the tension between the controlled
life sounds, dialogues, animal cries and
choruses of children and women.

Fig. 2. VotiveFigure,LamploPeriod,metal,

150 x 34 x 34 cm. This votive figure was
found with a senberien, which recounts a
recitative given after the eldest son has
drowned his parents. Llhuroscian scholars
believe that the impaled torsion of the icon
echoes the traumatic experience that was
demanded of every eldest son in the Pilkug
group. (Photo: Marion Wesp)

scale and purpose, to sense a consistency of style and ancient surfaces, all
factors that permit them to make an
initial leap of faith, to willingly suspend
disbelief and accept the civilization as
authentic. Presented with innumerable
contradictory clues, fragmentary evidence and planned interferences, the
visitors are provoked into actively discovering and synthesizing the culture
for themselves.
Examples of a literary culture in the
form of folk tales, chants and prayers
are presented in written translation.
These materials, annotated by scholars,
supplement recorded translations and
liturgical music. Along with maps, information relating to the city and
temple excavation sites and also to
customs, both secular and religious, is
given on placards and charts. A recorded enactment of a religious festival simulates an orgiastic procession
moving from the sea to a hilltop
and uses natural sounds (wind, rain,
surf, birds) together with incidental
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of my sculptural constructions was mistaken for a hatrack while exhibited on
campus. I realized that the fault was my
own because I had failed to communicate with the viewer. This insight forced
me to question the old tradition that
the art object should speak for itself,
without the artist intervening. As a
result of my museum consultant experience, I recognized the value of including an explanatory label with the
artwork in order to direct the viewer's
attention. Without this form of intervention I felt that I was limiting my
means of communication.
The second insight occurred at a
concert at Cornell. I realized when I
attended this concert, at which all of the
music was being premiered, that most
of the people (many of whom I had
seen before at the university art museum) were reacting in a totally different way from their manner of response
to visual art. They were making every
effort to provide an appropriate environment for the music by resisting
the random interference of program
rustlers, feet shufflers, heavy breathers
and latecomers in the concert hall.
Later, it became evident to me that
visual artists, in order to provoke
deeper audience involvement, could
advantageously use planned, not random, interference.
A third insight took place when I
showed students one aspect of a painting that they had seen previously
accompanied by a shadow box in which
I had placed doll-like figures similar to
the figures in the painting. The shadow
box provided students with an opportunity to make a mental reconstruction by
observing similarities and differences
between the two sets of figures. In this
context the students viewed the painting (which they had decided was mediocre only a few days before) with a form
of involvement they did not have previously. The only way I could explain
their renewed attention was that the
presence of the shadow box enabled
them to make a mental reconstruction
involving scale identification and comparison of planes of occupation.
It was the combination of all three of
these experiences that motivated me to
undertake TheCivilizationofLlhuros.My
interest in American Indian religion as
well as in art history formed the basis
from which I invented Llhuroscian culture. Through my experience in museology I found an appropriate context in
which I could combine visual images
with written text and auditory techniques. In this manner I overcame the

torical data [5]. Included are 65 illustrations, catalogue descriptions of
the artifacts, a map of Llhuros identifying the archaeological sites and an
authoritative text (with a selective bibliography) that documents the interpretations of scholars and provides
THE EXHIBITION
translations of Llhuroscian prayers and
As previously noted, The Civilizationof poems. As addenda to the catalogue,
Llhuros is composed of more than there are my interview with Thomas W.
150 works of visual art presented in the Leavitt (director of the Herbert W.
manner of an archaeological exhibi- Johnson Museum of Art, Cornell Unition. Among these pieces are both utili- versity) and an essay by Robert Ascher,
tarian and ritual objects, many of which a professor of anthropology at Cornell.
contribute to the illusion of antiquity The catalogue is of major importance
through the deterioration, incrustation to the exhibition, for while the
or patina of their surfaces. Specific ex- stratagem of archaeological fiction inamples of sculptural works include a volves the fabrication of Llhuroscian
trallib (Fig. 1), a votive (Fig. 2) and a artifacts, it is the 'documentation' of
Llhuroscian sports trophy (Fig. 3).
Llhuros that is central to heightening
Paintings also figure prominently the exhibition's authenticity.
in The Civilizationof Llhuros.Included
Similar in tone and character to
are not only works that appear to the catalogue is a 25-min sound track
be original mural fragments but also from an imaginary radio show called
reconstructions and facsimiles made "Adventuresin Related Sciences".Ostenby expedition artists. Other two- sibly taped at the excavation site of
dimensional works include a photo- the Temple of Atraxos, the tape feamontage depicting a Llhuroscian pruii tures an interview with two Llhuroscian
bird and a montage presented as a scholars, the Swedish archaeologist Nils
lithograph depicting a 'phallic monu- Schilaneder and the British paleogment destroyed in 1807 by Napoleonic
rapher Phillip Ewing-Dershaw, both of
troops'. The creation of a pseudo- whom are played by Richard Korf, a
archaeological environment provided a professor of mycology at Cornell. The
fertile context for the use of various me- scholars present readings and different
dia, scales, iconographies and stylistic interpretations of various Llhuroscian
approaches in order to mirror the com- senberiens to the science editor, played
plexity and diversity of actual cultures. by Don Martin, a former manager of
Due to the nmultifacetednature of radio station WHCU at Cornell. Korf
the exhibition, a 55-page illustrated cat- also narrates an hour-long recorded
alogue was required to integrate the slide show presenting a chronological
visual material with the imaginary his- history of Llhuros. Both of these audiconventional, straightforward presentation of artwork and pursued a multimedia format for establishing communication with the audience.

Fig. 4. Pillbox

withMaleOhnos
in Combat,
SivadianPeriod,
reignof Fakka,
found at Ronup
in 1962,bronze
(lid missing), 7 x

6.4 x 3.8 cm. This
pillboxdepictsa
pairof Ohnos
from the Lokust
Sect. It is thought
by some Llhuroscian scholars to
be a container for
an aphrodisiac
made from

haiguhr.(Photo:
MarilynKawin)
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Fig. 5. Double-Faced

Stele,EarlyArchaic
Period,marble,46

x 29.5 x 5.2 cm.
This stele portrays a
very early form of
the stilt-walker

image,whilethe

back side (not
shown) depicts a
bullock. (Photo:
MarilynKawin and
Beauvais Lyons)

tory components of the exhibition are
designed to enhance the authenticity of
Llhuros.

Two original sound tracks are also
included

in The Civilization of Llhuros.

One of these is a 20-min endless
loop recording, which features religious drumming and chanting. A second
recording presents a 30-min reconstruction of a ceremony called the

Tolkens of Holmeek. This piece utilizes
the frantic sound of seagulls prior to
a thunderstorm (obtained from the
sound effects archives at the Department of Ornithology at Cornell) and
various drumming, chanting and other
sounds generated on a synthesizer. In
addition, the sound track includes impersonations of beggar children by a
sixth-grade choir and of temple virgins

by a women's church choir. The following translation of a Llhuroscian inscription describing the ceremony was made
by (the fictitious) Dr. Chai Lung Lee,
director of the Institute of Paleography,

Beijing, China:
With low sweepingcircles of seagulls
sprayingthe evening air with golden
dung and calling the crab snakes to
their destruction,the SacredProces-
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sion of the EffigyChairsbeginswithits
Royal Noise-Makers pulling long carpets of invisible bells and shaking great
bark-balls filled with crystallized sea
foam, its Armless Women in shell tunics and feathered masks lurching in
unison astride giant turtles, its fasting,

under tallowed, leather work aprons
publicly sodomize the limp forms
while the Tolkens of Holmeek are
lowered into the Sacred Fires, fed by
the unborn of the Horse People, and
burned with the month-cloths of the
Holy Whores [6].

One of the prevailing themes in The
Civilization of Llhuros is our perception

of time. I attempted to address this idea
in my work prior to Llhuros, through

surface effects that evoke a sense of the
antiquated. It is my belief that-historical
art objects have a strong appeal not only
because of their formal characteristics
but also because of an intuitive response they elicit simply by appearing
to be from the past. While this notion
of time is nonchronological, the archaeological premise of Llhuros also provides a context for using a historical
identification of time based on stylistic
changes.
The importance of the erotic in
Llhuroscian art and culture is evident
in many of the works in the exhibition,
including varioussymbolsof sexual identitysuch as a hermaphroditictrallib(fashioned from an Ivory dishsoap bottle)
and a pillbox for aphrodisiacs (Fig. 4).
A senberien that portrays Llhuroscian
eroticism is translated below:
Shisun,makeme one withthee.
Let the sinewsof myloins
Measurethe beatof
Yourdrippingardor.Oh, oh
Makea net of yourhair,
ThatI not drownin yourarms.
The religious beliefs and practices
of the Llhuroscians also figure promi-

penitent BazaarMerchantsstinking

nently in the exhibition. Among the
various liturgical images, I have utilized

sniffling packs of whining hound

Greek and Early Christian art. An addi-

like a reservoir of sheeted bones, its

bitches clearing paths for Boy-Beggars
whose blistered backs are covered with

a salveof green pollen and locustlegs,
its naked astrologerson miniature
horses with manes plaited with live
black eels and reading aloud from
textswrittenon long, thinwhiteleaves
of the giant bestos plant, its Dwarf
Monstersridingwheelsof paintedpottery tumbling and falling in the direction of the Temple, its white oxen
crushing flowers and small birds as
they bear forward the empty Effigy
Chairs made of the skins of the rare
Pruii stretched on tall grids of Viiben
bones adorned with the blue nests of
the Night Birds and flaked with bubble
milk of the sea cow, and at the end of
the Sacred Processions come the blackteated Temple Virgins, festooned with
bloody whipping cords and helmeted
in meshes of stained ivory ringlets, released from their wet, grass cages, and,
finally, the procession closes around
the circle of the sighing parents of the
Darkdow, who step forward and
silently watch sinless old Rope-Makers

the orant figure, which is adapted from
tional religious motif is the stilt-walker,
who, using disproportionate stilts, attempts to carry a bird on his head (Fig.
5 and Color Plate B No. 3).
One device by which I attempt to
gain the involvement of the audience
is through staged mental reconstructions. Included in the exhibition is a
scaled-down facsimile of a wall painting
(Fig. 6), which is a reconstruction based
on an accompanying mural fragment.
The fragment is relatively large in scale
compared to the facsimile reconstruction. This discrepancy is designed to
invite a mental reconstruction by which
the original mural is envisioned as
monumental. In close proximity and
partiallyhidden in sand were two sculptural objects called 'fragments of erotic
imagery', the depictions of which appear as the central image in the mural
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facsimile. This adjunct imagery is intended to involve the viewer in a second
level of mental reconstruction.
A fundamental premise of The
Civilizationof Llhurosis the question of
genuineness. I have attempted to address this question through various
degrees of deception. Clearly, there are
many aspects of the exhibition that
have the appearance of authenticity:
the volume and diversityof the Llhuroscian artifactsas well as the documentary
tone of the museum installation and
exhibition catalogue. Yet, for all of its
apparent scientific authority, there are
a number of instances in which I have
chosen to reveal Llhuros for what
it really is, a fabrication. One of the
methods of undermining the authentic
tone of the exhibition is the use
of planned interference. My motives
for using interference were based on
observing how random interference at
the concert hall forced the audience to
be more attentive to a performance. In
the exhibition, planned interference is
a deliberate attempt to delay, block and
even challenge the credulity of the
audience. The intention is to make the
audience more conscious of its willingness to accept the imaginary or the improbable.
Planned interference is evident in a
home votive from the Lamplo Period
(Fig. 7), which was assembled from an
antique automobile jack and a meat
tenderizer. While many of the sculptural works in the exhibition are attempts to create a synthesis of various
wood and metal found objects, the extent to which I allow the individual
identity of those parts to remain evident
varies from piece to piece. In some
cases the recognition is due to the
viewers' familiarity with the originalobject. In other cases I deliberately leave
evidence of serial numbers and trademarks. One example from the exhibition is the 'bronze temple doors' (made
from a packing crate), which include
the prominent placement of the name
'Honda'.
Another example in which the credulity of the viewer is challenged to the
utmost is a 'nasal Flute', which was
made from a furnace burner modified
with various metal parts and surface
incrustations. The catalogue description of the flute refers to "EpitacioAlves
Abascal, the Peruvian anthropologist,
accomplished flautistand national marathon Olympic entrant, [who] made a
replica of this instrument. However, he
found it a formidable task to play even
a full scale in harmonic succession" [7].

Fig. 6. Facsimileof a WaUPaintingfromthe Templeof Phaos at Trolydos,Middle Period, Mal-

musian,acrylicon gessoboard,28 x 23 cm.Archaeologistscalculateon the basisof the
measurementof an extantfragment(2.4 x 4.7 m) in proportionto thisscaled-down
facsimileof an entirewallpaintingthatthe originalmuralwasapproximately15 x 12 m.
(Photo: MarilynKawin and Beauvais Lyons)

CONCLUSION
Although The Civilization of Llhurosis
a work of archaeological fiction, it is
nonetheless a commentary on our own
civilization. Not only is much of the raw
material the cast-off debris of today,
but the cultural content of Llhuros is
derived from contemporary values. For
example, consider the following translation of a senberien I call the "Old
Man's Prayer":
The moon has passed, cold and low
And it is time again to ask you

MyGod to pleadfor me.

Go to your God and ask him thus:
My food is scarce and has no taste.

Myson is smalland weak.
Mywomanis cold and old.
Myeyesdo not carryfarand away.
All this cannot be changed:

Tal-Hax,thisI know.
Tal-Haxtell GreatShor-Noo
Change what is good for me.

Let the berry-bush bow low, the nets
full.
Make my son stand in danger, not
too long.
Let my woman loosen her hair about
me

Whenthe lastdarkcomes,let me see
without a fire.
Do this, Tal-Hax, and I will not fail
To plant fishbones in neat regular
mounds
Over turtle shells filled with black
and white stones
When the moon comes again, high
or low.
In this prayer I present the desperate
plea of a man who is trying to bargain
with his god Tal-Hax to intercede with
the god Shor-Noo. The customary practice for people of ancient religions to
petition their gods to lessen retribution
in exchange for an improvement in
future conduct is often replayed today
in bargaining with fate or with any allpowerful force in our lives.
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Another commentary on human nature is represented by the stilt-walker
(see Fig. 5 and Color Plate B No. 3),
who moved on uneven stilts and carried
a bird on his head as an expression of
contrition. In the exhibition catalogue
it is explained that
the degrees of intensity of self-denial
and masochism that determined the
quality of contrition were gauged by
the instability and height of the stilts
and the size and waywardness of the
bird. The supplicant's vacillant tone
of self-mockery and petty defensiveness and his heretical dubiety have an
oddly familiar reverberation or contemporary re-echo in these lines found
at the Temple of Uoyab. They may
bring to our mind the behavior of certain close relatives and friends whose

self-imposed martyrdoms conceal destructive role playing in the family and
social life today [8].
The stilt-walker is a metaphor for the
individual who is caught within his or
her own self-imposed and self-limiting
expectations, whether as family member, father, mother, offspring or friend.
These are the lines from the Temple
of Uoyab:
It is not easy to carry a bird
on your head.
Especially when it is a big,
Big bird.
With its huge wings flopping.
It probably would be easier
If its wings were flapping.
But then the bird would be
Flying, whereas
I am carrying the bird.

___.

~

Fig. 7. Arkphor,
Lamplo Period,
Pilkug, metal,
52 x 8.5 x 12.5 cmn.
This is one of the
earliest depictions of an
ithyphallic god accompanied by a
small image of a
minor god.
(Photo: Marion
Wesp)

Or so it seems
That I am carrying the bird.
But maybe the bird is
carrying me, oh, Oh [sic].
Its talons dig into my ceremonial wig
And almost into my head
It would be much easier if
I were not on sacred stilts:
That makes it much more difficult.
But we do not expect the way to
Akaslu to be without
Discomfort or pain. We know our sins
Are less when the pilgrimage is
Not a lark. It is a good pilgrimage
I believe I am a good pilgrim.
Another senberien found in the miniature version of a prie-dieu is a prayer
addressed to the compassionate
god
Tal-Hax. The prayer is a simple examination of the supplicant's conscience;
he is beset with self-recriminations and
painfully aware of his failures in human contact. Apparently, he has come
across memorabilia and letters that
seem so distantly removed as to be almost foreign. Momentarily, the supplicant questions his god's omnipotence
but quickly reverts to his selfish interests. He pleads with Tal-Hax to refresh
his mind and to have surcease from
his anxieties and nagging but indistinct
memories. This senberien has been
translated as follows by (the fictitious)
Sir Adrian Hartly Cruikshank:
Oh, Tal-Hax, would you interpret
These obscure words slashed by
foreign alphabets,
Those magic omens swept up in the
dust of solitude?
Oh, Tal-Hax, would you touch
The mirrors of my mind and give
shelter
To these silken wings broken
On the tiny days of rain?
Oh, Tal-Hax, will you fret
Wind-tracksfor new signals of my
escape
Or am I transfixed in the tragic
yellow
Of layered time?
Oh, Tal-Hax, must you string
Unsummoned galaxies of remorse,
Polished beads of regret into an
untarnishable scapular
To be worn on the thorax of my
thoughts?
Ah, Tal-Hax, do you hear
The torrential sighs of the hungry
blind
The laughing pleas of the desperate,
young beggars?
Tal-Hax, Tal-Hax, oh, Sacred One
Give substance to all these
transparent people
Of martyred shadows and put to rest
The remains of all my insomniac
memories.
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Finally, TheCivilizationofLlhurospresented me with the opportunity, while
working in sculpture, painting, music
and literature, to offer my reactions to
certain elements of the human condition and the world around us.
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Glossary Of Llhuroscian Terms

Senberiens-leather sheaths that were inscribed
with prayers and songs and worn as amulets, attached or found in the hollow interiors of votives.

Atraxos-a pumice city, near the villa of Kai
Preiden, that was prominent during the Sivadian
Period.
Darkdow-children of the Tomb-Washers who
were chosen by lottery to be victimized by the old
Rope-Makers during the Tolkens of Holmeek.
Draikum-city from the latter part of the Middle
Period.
Effigy Chair-elaborately decorated chairs that
were the sole possessions of the Temple Virgins of
Holmeek.
Fakka-a king from the Sivadian Period.
Haiguhr-a spongiose fat of the sea cow that was
used the Lokust Sect to transform prepubescent
boys and girls into Ohnos.
Holmeek-popular god in annual ceremony that
victimized the Darkdow.
Horse People-originally fishermen who ate the
forbidden purple sea horses and in retribution
were punished through the growth of sharp hoofs
which pierced the bottoms of their boats.
Kai Preiden-Llhuroscian king from the Sivadian
Period who compiled one of the few accounts of
Llhuroscian history.
Lamplo-Late Archaic Period.
Malmusian-people

from the Middle Period.

Ohnos-recipients of implants of haiguhr to enlarge the sexual organs.
Pilkug-warrior people from the Archaic Period
who inhabited the northern edge of Llhuros.
Pruii-a

rare bird (similar to the sooty-footed

Shor-Noo-a benevolent male god and companion of Tal-Hax from the Archaic Period.
Sivadian-a period associated with the decline of
Llhuros during which engineering principals were
discovered that are still used today.
Suisonok-sports robots who were created from
young men through the implant of a thought-transference device located on the forehead. Suisonok
were actively accepted into society and were much
preferred socially to the scientists and intellectuals
who, having the facility of total recall, were carefully
avoided at any and all social gatherings.
Suizon-a sport involving suisonok that was
directed by a scientist or intellectual. The game was
particularlyhazardous for the suisonok who had to
avoid collisions and hazards on the depressed and
channeled floor areas.
Tal-Hax-a benevolent male god and companion
of Shor-Noo from the Archaic Period.
Tolkens of Holmeek-an
sacrifice.

annual ceremony of

Trallib-a pitcher used in public ceremonies that
was commonly humanoid in form.
Trolydos-a city from the Middle Period and the
site of a temple honoring the phallos.
Uoyab-a temple/city from the Middle Period,
located on the eastern border of Llhuros, that
served as a mecca for stilt-walkers.
Viiben-gigantic birds whose delicate bones were
highly prized for scaffolding.
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